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DIRECT CELLULAR COMMUNICATION 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] The present invention pertains to a cellular mobile 
station and a method therefore, comprising a ?rst radio 
communication means interfacing a cellular network, oper 
ating on at least one cellular frequency band, for transmitting 
and receiving calls through the netWork. Moreover it com 
prises a second radio communication means operating on a 
different frequency band, separated from cellular frequency 
bands, for transmitting and receiving calls outside a cellular 
netWork through direct communication betWeen cellular 
mobile stations 

BACKGROUND ART 

[0002] Currently, the market for cellular mobile equip 
ment consists of suppliers of mobile netWorks and mobile 
phones, operators, and customers. Due to the general lack of 
capacity in the present mobile netWorks, as Well as due to the 
introduction of neW (potential) applications and services in 
need of high bandWidth, there is an urge on further increas 
ing capacity in mobile netWork systems. NeW applications 
and services, often including the transmission of eg pic 
tures and/or movies, provides that the demand for bandWidth 
is much larger than current mobile netWorks are able to 
supply. 

[0003] To ensure that a need for necessary bandwidth in 
coming high-bandWidth applications and services, large 
investments in developments of a neW infrastructure are 
made by the suppliers of mobile netWorks. The operators, on 
their side, are forced to purchase the necessary neW licenses 
needed in order to operate the neW infrastructure. At the end, 
it is the customer Who pays the price for combined efforts 
accomplished by suppliers of mobile netWorks and opera 
tors, making end-customers costs for high-bandWidth 
mobile telephone services become unrealistically high. Also 
second-generation mobile netWorks, such as GSM, suffer 
from a general lack of capacity and are in demand of an 
increased groWth of capacity. 

[0004] The US patent document US 2002/0014990 by 
Kimura discloses a “Radio Communication Device and 
Method of Measuring Distance”. A distance measurement is 
accomplished by sending a pilot signal betWeen tWo portable 
telephones via a radio interface for short distance. 

[0005] Patent application GB-A-2 356 532 teaches hoW to 
improve the quality of radio signals by sWitching calls 
betWeen the cellular netWork and direct communication 
betWeen mobile stations by utiliZing the frequency bands of 
the cellular netWork When the signal quality is better for 
direct communication then for communication in the net 
Work. This is provided through combination techniques for 
diversity, i.e., the utiliZation of several antennas receiving 
the same signal, Whereby the signal received at the antenna 
With the largest signal strength is utiliZed. GB-A-2 356 532 
utiliZes the same frequency band for cellular netWork carried 
traf?c and direct communication betWeen mobile stations. 
At direct communication the invention in GB-A-2 356 532 
so to speak “steals” capacity from the traf?c channel TCH in 
a GSM system, Which not aims to extend the system call 
capacity. Moreover GB-A-2 356 532 does not suggest a 
cellular phone. 
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SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

[0006] The present invention relates to a cellular mobile 
station (MS) and a method in a cellular telephony system 
comprising at least tWo mobile stations communicating. The 
MS is equipped With an additional radio communication 
means for direct communication betWeen tWo MS releasing 
communication from the cellular mobile system When a call 
is established. This could be used to obtain a capacity 
increase in a mobile telephone netWork and/or saving of 
costs for mobiles that are communicating. 

[0007] To achieve the aims and goals of the present 
invention it sets forth a cellular mobile station comprising a 
?rst radio communication means interfacing a cellular net 
Work, operating on at least one cellular frequency band, for 
transmitting and receiving calls through the netWork. The 
mobile station comprises: 

[0008] a second radio communication means operating on 
a different frequency band, separated from cellular fre 
quency bands, for transmitting and receiving calls outside a 
cellular netWork through direct communication betWeen 
cellular mobile stations; 

[0009] a sWitching means betWeen the ?rst and the second 
radio communication means for transferring calls betWeen 
cellular frequency bands and the different frequency band 
upon a predetermined command; 

[0010] means in the second radio communication means 
determining a carrier Wave Within the different frequency 
band for transmitting and receiving a transferred modulated 
call; and 

[0011] a synchronizing means for establishing a connec 
tion for calls over the carrier Wave With another predeter 
mined mobile station. 

[0012] In one embodiment of the present invention, the 
mobile netWork is monitoring and controlling the sWitching 
means for direct communication betWeen mobile stations by 
the synchroniZing means reading commands on the mobile 
netWork control channels. 

[0013] Another embodiment comprises that the mobile 
station is utiliZed as a router that receives information and 
re-transmits the same information based on an address tag 
attached to packets of information. 

[0014] In a further embodiment an ongoing speech call is 
directed to the netWork or the direct communication through 
the sWitch determined through measurement of signal 
strength parameters. 

[0015] A still further embodiment comprises to determine 
a direct communication is based on cell information in a 
visitor location register of the netWork. 

[0016] The present invention also sets forth a method in a 
cellular telephony system comprising at least tWo mobile 
stations communicating. The mobile stations comprise a ?rst 
radio communication means interfacing a cellular netWork. 
They are operating on at least one cellular frequency band, 
for transmitting and receiving calls through the netWork. The 
method comprises the steps of: 

[0017] the mobile stations operate, each through a second 
radio communication means, on a different frequency band, 
Which is separated from cellular frequency bands; 
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[0018] the second radio communication means transmits 
and receives calls outside a cellular netWork through direct 
communication betWeen at least tWo of the cellular mobile 
stations; 
[0019] in the mobile stations switching betWeen the ?rst 
and the second radio communication means for transferring 
calls betWeen cellular frequency bands and the different 
frequency band upon a predetermined command; 

[0020] in the second radio communication means deter 
mining a mutual carrier Wave Within the different frequency 
band for transmitting and receiving a modulated call 
betWeen the at least tWo mobile stations; and 

[0021] synchronizing for establishing a connection for 
calls betWeen at least the tWo mobile stations. 

[0022] Further embodiments of the method are set forth 
through the attached dependent method claims correspond 
ing to the above mentioned embodiments. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0023] Henceforth reference is had to the folloWing 
description and the accompanying draWings for a better 
understanding of the present invention With its examples and 
embodiments, in Which: 

[0024] FIG. 1 schematically illustrates tWo mobile sta 
tions, MS 1 and MS 2, communicating in a prior art cellular 
mobile netWork; 

[0025] FIG. 2 schematically illustrates tWo mobile sta 
tions communicating in accordance With the present inven 
tion; 

[0026] 
ments; 

FIG. 3 illustrates diagrams of traffic measure 

[0027] FIG. 4 schematically illustrates a mobile station in 
accordance With the present invention; 

[0028] FIG. 5 schematically illustrates a radio interface in 
accordance With the present invention; 

[0029] FIG. 6 schematically illustrates one embodiment 
of a call being established in accordance With the present 
invention; 
[0030] FIG. 7 schematically illustrates another embodi 
ment of a call being established in accordance With the 
present invention; 

[0031] FIG. 8 schematically illustrates mobile stations 
being utiliZed as intermediate devices in accordance With the 
present invention; and 

[0032] FIG. 9 schematically illustrates examples of data 
packet traf?c in accordance With the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0033] In FIG. 1, a schematic illustration of a typical prior 
art mobile netWork 10 is outlined. Mobile telephone net 
Works 10 exist in several standards; Examples are GSM 
(Europe, Australia, and parts of Asia), D-AMPS (U SA), etc. 
Third generation standards are also diverse and include e.g. 
W-CDMA. Regardless of standard, some basic elements and 
structures are the same for all mobile netWork standards: 
Each mobile telephone is in contact With a base station 
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Which, in turn, is connected to another base station control 
ler, responsible of the supervision of a given set of base 
stations. Communication in the mobile netWork 10 is alWays 
accomplished in a hierarchical structure: Sending mobile 
station MS1—>Base station BTSlQBase station controller 
BSS/BCSQ(Transmission through mobile netWorks and 
potentially also transit networks) MCS/HLRQBase station 
controller BSS/BSC—>Base station BTS2QReceiving 
mobile station MS2. The chosen communication pathWay 
structure With many intermediates brings about several 
potential bottlenecks, Which limits the capacity of the total 
netWork 10. 

[0034] The present invention provides a solution to the 
bottleneck problem, Wherein the solution is based on direct 
communication betWeen mobile stations MS1 and MS2, 
exempli?ed in FIG. 2. In accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, end-customers are 
provided With a mobile station MS capable of communica 
tion at high capacity and loW costs Without the need of neW 
infrastructure and/or a neW operator subscription. By using 
already installed mobile netWork infrastructure, the neW 
mobile stations MS1, MS2 are, in addition to communica 
tion With the mobile netWork 10, able to directly commu 
nicate MS-to-MS, preferable over a radio interface. This 
means that the total system de?ned by the mobile netWork 
10 as Well as the MS is able to take advantage of a so far not 
utiliZed path of communication. This solution makes the 
communication path the shortest possible: Sending mobile 
station MSlaReceiving mobile station MS2 or vice versa 
Sending mobile station MS2QReceiving mobile station 
MS1. In this manner, the cost of mobile telephony of the 
customers, i.e. the users of mobile stations MS, could be 
immediately decreased in present netWorks 10 as Well as it 
Would make possible for future customers to use high 
bandWidth applications at reasonable cost levels. 

[0035] By direct communication betWeen mobile stations 
MS, in accordance With this preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, the capacity of the total mobile infrastruc 
ture netWork 10 increases, in a ?rst step Without the need of 
any change to the mobile netWork 10 itself. The demanded 
additional functionality is easily built into the mobile tele 
phones and preferably in accordance With the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention as described beloW. An 
even more ef?cient use of the neW communication pathWay 
is gained if also the mobile netWork 10 is alloWed to monitor 
and control the use of the direct communication betWeen the 
mobile phones as described in a second alternative embodi 
ment of the present invention beloW. If each mobile station 
is enabled to be used as a transmission link, the MS-to-MS 
communication pathWays can be even more ef?ciently used 
by the mobile netWork for eg load-sharing purposes, as 
described in a third alternative embodiment of the present 
invention beloW. Each mobile station is then regarded as a 
mobile router that receives information and re-transmits the 
same information based on the address tag attached to each 
information packets. Each mobile telephone then, according 
to the third alternative embodiment of the invention, func 
tions in a similar manner as compared to an Internet router 
that receives and re-transmits information based on the rules 
given by the Internet Protocol (IP). 

[0036] The distance betWeen tWo MS has to be short 
enough to enable the signal quality of the direct radio link 
established betWeen them to be suf?ciently strong to carry 
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the desired information (FIG. 3a). The graph of FIG. 3a 
shows the signal quality of the direct communication inter 
face betWeen tWo MS (Y-axis) as a function of the distance 
betWeen tWo MS engaged in a phone call Qi-axis, assuming 
a log scale). In a general case, the transmission poWer of the 
radio interface used for the direct communication betWeen 
the MS can be set to permit communication over longer 
distances. The impact of the solution according to the 
present invention can be determined by specifying the 
distribution of distances betWeen mobile stations during 
regular phone calls (FIG. 3b). The graph of FIG. 3b shoWs 
the relative number of mobile telephone calls made at a 
given distance betWeen tWo MS engaged in a phone call 
(Y-axis) as a function of the distance betWeen tWo MS 
engaged in a phone call Qi-axis, assuming a log scale). 
Based on the combined information in FIG. 3a and FIG. 3b 
it is possible to estimate hoW many mobile phone calls, in 
relative units, that in principle Would be possible to re-direct 
to a direct communication betWeen tWo MS engaged in a 
phone call, illustrated by the area a in FIG. 30 being de?ned 
by the y- and x-axis together With the graphs of FIG. 3a and 
FIG. 3b respectively. This relative estimation on the number 
of phone calls possible to re-direct enables to roughly 
determine the total increase of the capacity of the mobile 
netWork if direct communication betWeen the MS is made 
possible. 

[0037] In accordance With the present invention the 
expression “call(s)” should be broadly interpreted as includ 
ing speech, asynchronous communication such as sending of 
digital data, SMS etc., i.e., any communication conducted 
through a cellular network. 

[0038] The embodiment of the present invention as sche 
matically exempli?ed in FIG. 4, comprises that each mobile 
station MS is one physical object 20, having built-in capa 
bilities. to communicate as a MS Within a standardized 
mobile telephone netWork 10 as Well as having built-in 
capability to communicate as a receiver/transmitter at a 
different radio frequency, for example the radio frequency 
used by regular communication radio. According to this 
embodiment, the communication Within the mobile tele 
phone netWork 10, including the MS, is performed indepen 
dent of the direct radio communication betWeen the MS on 
the communication radio frequency, depicted in FIG. 5. The 
MS for this purpose comprises a radio interface 50 toWards 
the mobile netWork 10, a radio interface 60 for direct 
communication With another MS and an MS-internal inter 
face 70 for communication betWeen the radio communica 
tion means 30 interfacing a cellular netWork (10), for 
communication With the mobile netWork, and the radio 
communication means 40, for direct communication With 
another MS. The communication Within the MS, betWeen 
the radio means 30 used to operate and interface to the 
mobile telephone netWork and the radio means 40 used for 
direct communication betWeen tWo MS, provides a feW 
basic instructions in this embodiment, but it is not limited to 
those. See FIG. 6 for an example of a call sequence 
according to the preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion that includes the instructions betWeen radio means 30 
and radio means 40. One important implication of the 
present invention is that a customer of a cellular phone can 
use the cellular phone in an existing cellular netWork 10, 
because the MS is fully transparent to the mobile netWork 10 
according to this embodiment. 
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[0039] An MS 20 in accordance With the present invention 
thus comprises a second radio communication means 40 
operating on a different frequency band, separated from 
cellular frequency bands, for transmitting and receiving calls 
outside a cellular netWork. This is accomplished through a 
direct communication link betWeen cellular mobile stations 
With functionality for such a communication in accordance 
With the present invention. 

[0040] To achieve the direct communication link an MS in 
accordance With the present invention is equipped With a 
sWitching means betWeen the ?rst and the second radio 
communication means 30, 40 for transferring calls betWeen 
cellular frequency bands and the different (external) fre 
quency band upon a predetermined command. This com 
mand could in one embodiment be triggered through the 
cellular netWork dedicated control channel signaling, 
Whereby the sWitching means is a softWare interpreting such 
signaling and the MS 20 CPU controlling the sWitching 
operation. In another embodiment the sWitching means 
could be provided through an ASIC speci?cally designed for 
the task. Another embodiment provides that the sWitching 
means is a push button or the like for a manual sWitching 
betWeen the frequency bands, thus disconnecting the cellular 
band during a direct communication. A further embodiment 
involves that the sWitching means is a speech recognition 
interface controlled by a processor for the frequency band 
sWitching. Combinations of sWitching means mentioned are 
also possible. 

[0041] Moreover there are provided means in the second 
radio communication means 40 determining a carrier Wave 
Within the different frequency band for transmitting and 
receiving a transferred modulated call, and a synchronizing 
means for establishing a connection for calls over the carrier 
Wave With another predetermined mobile station in accor 
dance With techniques knoWn to a person skilled in the art. 

[0042] The FIG. 6 depicts one example of a call scenario 
according to the preferred embodiment Wherein; MS1 ?rst 
calls MS2 via the mobile netWork 10 through base stations 
BTS 1 and BTS 2. After the call is in progress, the MS1 
randomly or at predetermined intervals in time interrogates 
over the direct MS-to-MS radio communication link or 
interface 60 Whether there is a free frequency available as 
Well as a suf?cient signal quality in order to alloW a direct 
communication betWeen MS1 and MS2. In the example in 
FIG. 6, MS2 responds positively and the call is re-routed to 
the direct MS-to-MS communication link and the initial 
connection over the mobile netWork can then be terminated 
thus freeing capacity on the mobile netWork 10. Altema 
tively, the user engaged in call can manually via the MS1 
activate the interrogation for a free frequency and suf?cient 
signal quality, alloWing a direct communication betWeen the 
mobile stations at the users discretion. 

[0043] Several other call sequences can also be consid 
ered, for example the call sequence Where MS1 calls MS2 
on the direct MS-to-MS communication link, and thereafter 
re-routes the call to the mobile netWork. 

[0044] It can be assumed situations in Which tWo MS 
engaged in a call, change betWeen the direct communication 
link and the mobile netWork several times during a phone 
call. 

[0045] In a further embodiment of the present invention, 
the communication Within the mobile telephone netWork, 
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including the MS, is performed in cooperation With the 
direct radio communication betWeen the MS1 and MS2 on 
the direct communication radio frequency betWeen the MS. 
In the preferred embodiment of the present invention 
described above, the MS has the full responsibility to 
operate and control the direct communication interface 60. 
Therefore, the mobile netWork 10 according to this embodi 
ment does not have to possess any knowledge or logic about 
the direct communication interface 60 betWeen MS1 and 
MS2. 

[0046] In this further embodiment of the present invention 
as exempli?ed in FIG. 7, the mobile netWork 10 is partici 
pating With logic concerning communication pathWays for 
information transmission betWeen mobile stations MS, for 
example MS1 and MS2. Based on the knoWledge about the 
geographical locations of MS1 and MS2, the mobile net 
Work 10 is able to take decisions to engage the direct 
communication interface 60 or the regular communication 
pathWay 50 through the mobile netWork 10, depending on 
Which path is the best choice at a given moment regarding 
available or existing signal path properties for the call, such 
as available frequencies, signal quality, netWork capacity 
and netWork load. 

[0047] Logic for the solution according to this further 
embodiment of the present invention can for example be 
provided through the control channels in a cellular mobile 
telephone system, such as, for example, the dedicated con 
trol channels (DCCH). 

[0048] FIG. 7 shoWs a call scenario Wherein MS1 ?rst 
calls MS2 via the mobile netWork 10. After the call is in 
progress, the mobile netWork 10 decides to re-route the call 
to the direct MS-to-MS radio communication link. The 
mobile netWork 10 makes such a decision directly based on 
the inherent full knoWledge possessed by the netWork 10, 
Whether or not there is a free frequency available to alloW a 
direct communication betWeen MS1 and MS2. The decision 
to re-route is also based on that an available frequency has 
a signal quality suf?cient to alloW a direct communication 
betWeen MS1 and MS2. A measurement of signal strength 
parameters is then performed for ensuring the signal quality. 

[0049] Several other call sequences can also be consid 
ered, for example the call sequence Where MS1 calls MS2 
on the direct MS-to-MS communication link, and the mobile 
netWork 10 decides to re-route the call to the mobile netWork 
10 based on decision parameters in the mobile netWork 10 
itself. 

[0050] Yet another embodiment of the present invention 
comprises that mobile stations MS can be used as interme 
diate transmission links. Consequently, the direct MS-to-MS 
communication pathWays can be even more ef?ciently used 
by the mobile netWork 10 for eg load-sharing purposes as 
exempli?ed in FIG. 8 and FIG. 9. Each mobile station MS 
then acts as a mobile router that receives information and 
re-transmits the same information based on a provided 
address tag attached to each information packet. Each 
mobile telephone then functions in a similar manner as an 
Internet router that receives and re-transmits information 
based on the rules given by the Internet Protocol (IP). 

[0051] FIG. 8 shoWs the principle of this embodiment of 
the present invention regarding the use of a Mobile Station 
MS as an intermediate transmission link, for example MS2 
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in FIG. 8, betWeen the peer MS, for example MS1 and MS3 
in FIG. 8, that constitute the communicating end-points of 
the transmission pathWay. According to this example, infor 
mation from MS 1 Will travel or be routed via physical 
communication pathWays 80, 90 to MS3 utiliZing MS2 as a 
mobile router, Which to this end forWards the information 
from MS1 to MS 3 in accordance With address tags attached 
to the information packets. For the users of MS1 and MS3, 
the information or data from MS1 to MS3 is perceived 
logically communicated directly via pathWay 100, as 
through a direct communication link betWeen MS1 and 
MS3, for example according to the preferred embodiment of 
the present invention described above, since the actual 
physical communication pathWays 80, 90 of the transmitted 
information via MS2, preferably is made invisible or not 
knoWn for the users. In the alternative embodiment of the 
invention, the physical communication pathWays 80, 90 are 
made visible or knoWn for the users of MS1 and MS3, and 
MS 2 can then be designated as end-receiver of selected 
information during an established communication betWeen 
MS1 and MS3 through attaching the address tag for MS2 to 
the information or data packets. It is also possible to 
combine the use of an MS as an intermediate transmission 

link and the transmission pathWays of the mobile netWork. 

[0052] FIG. 9 depicts an example regarding the transmis 
sion of speci?c data from MS1 to MS709. The data is broken 
doWn into standardized siZe information packets, illustrated 
by Data 1 through Data 4 in the example in FIG. 9. Based 
on the destination address, being MS709 in the example in 
FIG. 9, the individual data packet, Data 1, Data 2, Data 3 
and Data 4 are sent as separate information blocks using the 
direct MS-to-MS communication capability as Well as the 
capability of data transmission Within the mobile netWork 
10. The vertically extending broken line 110 represents 
several intermediate transmissions via MS as Well as via the 
mobile netWork 10 of the four data packets 1, 2, 3, 4 during 
their transport toWards MS709. Data packet 1 is initially sent 
from MS1 to MS2 for further re-routing onWards via MS645 
in turn re-routing the data packet 1 to MS709. Data packet 
2 is initially sent from MS1 to MS3 for further re-routing via 
MS799 onWards to MS709. Data packets 3 and 4 are initially 
sent from MS1 to MS4 for further re-routing onWards. The 
mobile netWork 10 then receives the re-routed data packets 
3 and 4 from MS4, not being possible to route via a 
MS-to-MS communication, and the packets 3 and 4 are then 
transmitted onWards to MS709 from the mobile netWork 10. 

[0053] In this embodiment of the present invention the 
mobile netWork 10 is supervising the transmission of rel 
evant information betWeen MS rather than having the infor 
mation transferred through the mobile netWork 10. The 
solution according to this embodiment of the present inven 
tion is optimiZed regarding direct MS-to-MS communica 
tion in order to increase the capacity of the total system, the 
total system being de?ned as both the mobile netWork 10 
and the mobile stations using that mobile netWork 10. 
Hence, this embodiment of the present invention may be 
favorable to high-bandWidth applications, especially those 
that can alloW a degree of asynchronous transmission. 

[0054] An implication of this relates to the fact that a 
mobile station MS, not itself being engaged in communica 
tion, is more or less frequently used as an intermediate 
transmission link. 
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[0055] Switching means can for example be software, for 
automatic transferal of calls between cellular frequency 
bands and a different frequency band according to preset 
switching parameters, comprised in the mobile network base 
stations or alternatively calls can be switched between 
frequency bands upon a manual command via the mobile 
station MS. 

[0056] In one embodiment of the present invention, the 
mobile network is monitoring and controlling the switching 
means. 

[0057] Synchronizing means can for example be software 
for synchronizing reading commands on the mobile network 
control channels during a switching sequence for a call. 

[0058] It is appreciated that the means used in the present 
invention are hardware means or software means or a 

combination of both. 

[0059] The present invention is not restricted to given 
embodiments or examples, but the attached set of claims 
de?ne other embodiments for a person skilled in the art. 

1. A cellular mobile station (20) comprising a ?rst radio 
communication means (30) interfacing a cellular network 
(10), operating on at least one cellular frequency band, for 
transmitting and receiving calls through said network (10), 
characterized by comprising: 

a second radio communication means (40) operating on a 
different frequency band, separated from cellular fre 
quency bands, for transmitting and receiving calls 
outside a cellular network through direct communica 
tion between cellular mobile stations (MS 1, MS 2); 

a switching means between said ?rst (30) and said second 
radio communication means (40) for transferring calls 
between cellular frequency bands and said different 
frequency band upon a predetermined command; 

means in said second radio communication means (40) 
determining a carrier wave within said different fre 
quency band for transmitting and receiving a trans 
ferred modulated call; and 

a synchronizing means for establishing a connection for 
calls over said carrier wave with another predetermined 
mobile station, thus extending the call capacity. 

2. A mobile station according to claim 1, characterized in 
that the mobile network (10) is monitoring and controlling 
the switching means for direct communication between 
mobile stations (MS 1, MS2) by said synchronizing means 
reading commands on the mobile network control channels. 

3. A mobile station according to claim 2, characterized in 
that the mobile station (20) is utilized as a router that 
receives information and re-transmits the same information 
based on an address tag attached to packets of information. 
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4. A mobile station according to claim 2, characterized in 
that an ongoing speech call is directed to the network or the 
direct communication through the switch determined 
through measurement of signal strength parameters. 

5. A mobile station according to claim 2, characterized in 
that determining a direct communication is based on cell 
information in a visitor location register of the network. 

6. A method in a cellular telephony system comprising at 
least two mobile stations communicating (MS 1, MS 2), said 
mobile stations comprising a ?rst radio communication 
means (30) interfacing a cellular network (10), operating on 
at least one cellular frequency band, for transmitting and 
receiving calls through said network, characterized by com 
prising the steps of: said mobile stations (MS 1, MS 2), each 
through a second radio communication means (40), operat 
ing on a different frequency band, separated from cellular 
frequency bands; 

said second radio communication means (40) transmitting 
and receiving calls outside a cellular network through 
direct communication between at least two of said 
cellular mobile stations; 

in said mobile stations switching between said ?rst and 
said second radio communication means for transfer 
ring calls between cellular frequency bands and said 
different frequency band upon a predetermined com 
mand; 

in said second radio communication means (40) deter 
mining a mutual carrier wave within said different 
frequency band for transmitting and receiving a modu 
lated call between said at least two mobile stations (MS 
1, MS 2); and 

synchronizing for establishing a connection for calls 
between at least said two mobile stations, thus extend 
ing the call capacity. 

7. A method according to claim 6, characterized in that the 
mobile network (10) is monitoring and controlling the 
switching means for direct communication between mobile 
stations by said synchronizing means reading commands on 
the mobile network control channels. 

8. A method according to claim 7, characterized in that the 
mobile station is utilized as a router that receives informa 
tion and re-transmits the same information based on an 
address tag attached to packets of information. 

9. A method according to claim 7, characterized in that an 
ongoing speech call is directed to the network or the direct 
communication through the switch determined through mea 
surement of signal strength parameters. 

10. A method according to claim 7, characterized in that 
determining a direct communication is based on cell infor 
mation in a visitor location register of the network. 

* * * * * 


